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1. about me





BFA  - Art Education/Art History             Virginia Commonwealth University 

MFA - Software Art                                   Syracuse University 

MS   - Genetic Algorithms in Design       MIT Media Lab                              





grown from an algorithmic seed



using complex integers to classify 
and generate space-filling curves





















2. some basic concepts



Earth generates a lot of signal





Signaling (and perception/response)  
occur at many scales

A similar question is: “which came first, the chicken or the egg”? 

It is unanswerable: if you go back in time to trace the lineage of chickens  
and eggs, you eventually reach a point where these things are no longer  
chickens or eggs. 



Biosemiotics:  

The combined fields of semiotics and biology, concerned with prelinguistic 
meaning-making, or production and interpretation of signs and codes in 
the biological realm.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpretation_(logic)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sign_(semiotics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_(semiotics)


The Gaia Hypothesis: 

Living organisms interact with their inorganic surroundings on Earth to form 
a synergistic and self-regulating, complex system that helps to maintain and 
perpetuate the conditions for life on the planet.



'Life learned early on to recognize itself.’ 
  
―Lynn Margulis 



3. fractals



A high magnification 
of the Mandelbrot Set



“Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, 
coastlines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, 
nor does lightning travel in a straight line.” 

― Benoît B. Mandelbrot



Fractal joke: 
What does the ‘B’ in Benoit B. Mandelbrot stand for?

Answer: 
‘Benoit B. Mandelbrot’ 



Fractals are self-similar



Self-similarity in nature



Fractals have fractional dimension



illustrating fractal dimension



Fractal Dimension



Fractal Dimension

“Mandelbroccoli”



Fantastic Fungi 



Andy Adamatzky - unconventional computation using fungi 



Temporal self-similarity



Fractal Fugues



Fractals happen in time as well as in space. 

Analysis of phrasing in Beethoven’s music 



fractal analysis of markets



The boundary 
between land 
and sea is full 
of fractals. 



4. biophilia and the brain







Why do fractals please our eyes and brains?



Compared to urban environments, natural settings have 
a higher incidence of perceptually low-level features 
(“more non-straight edges, less color saturation, and 
less variability of hues”), reducing perceptual noise and 
facilitating cognition.



Fractals and neurodynamics



In the brain as in the heart, “just right” means just fractal enough to 
walk the line between chaos and order.

Article in Nautilus

S. Wolfram, C. Langton, exploring “the edge of chaos”





Cerebellum





The Default Mode Network  

A neurodynamic pattern associated with  
self-centered thinking, daydreaming, inner-
dialog, anxiety and depression. 

It can be reduced by meditation and 
psychedelics.





medium.com 

Psychedelics and the Case Against Reality

http://medium.com


Daniel Dennett watching a replica of his own brain:  

“Why did it respond before I responded?” 

 

Self awareness emerges from brain activity. 



Visualizing your fractal brain. 

Like visualization in meditation and yoga, 
it could be a tool for mental health that is 
grounded in scientific evidence.



5. art, design, and engineering



“pre-fractal” fractals in art 



Hindu temples: 

The self repeating and self-similar 
components reflect the idea that 
every part of cosmos contains all 
information about the whole 
cosmos.



aboriginal art





hierarchical weight distribution





Biophilic design is more than 
just putting a plant on your desk



Terrapin consulting 
https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/ 



https://www.demcointeriors.com/blog/biophilic-learning-environments/









natural affordances



When design is too minimal and 
featureless, users are robbed of the 
affordances that ground them 
cognitively in the task.  

The natural  affordances of a tree 
allow a child to climb without 
cognitive strain.  

The child is not overwhelmed by the 
complexity of the tree. 

Why? …. Natural affordance.



https://www.nngroup.com/articles/remote-control-anarchy/

This is not biophilic design 





energy distribution



Lungs are trees inside-out. 

Living things grow fractals to  
maximize surface-to-volume 
ratio, to exchange gases 
with the environment.  

The surface area a pair 
of lungs is between 50 and 
100 square meters.



All neworks require an efficient supply of nutrients 

- Geoffrey West, author of SCALE



A human can fit inside the aorta of 
a whale. 
  
But the capillaries of a whale are 
the same size as those of a human. 

Why?  

Because, even as whales evolved 
to be larger in size, their capillaries 
must still had supply blood to every 
cell in the whale’s body. 



Similar analysis can be applied to  
the distribution of information and  
energy in cities. 

Geoffrey West





This is your brain on fractals 



6. questions and attempted answers


